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Dissociating Visual and Motor Directional Selectivity Using
Visuomotor Adaptation
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Directional selectivity during visually guided hand movements is a fundamental characteristic of neural populations in multiple motor
areas of the primate brain. In the current study, we assessed how directional selectivity changes when reaching movements are dissociated from their visual feedback by rotating the visual field. We recorded simultaneous movement kinematics and fMRI activity while
human subjects performed out-and-back movements to four peripheral targets before and after adaptation to a 45° visuomotor rotation.
A classification algorithm was trained to identify movement direction according to voxel-by-voxel fMRI patterns in each of several brain
areas. The direction of movements was successfully decoded with above-chance accuracy in multiple motor and visual areas when
training and testing the classifier on trials within each condition, thereby demonstrating the existence of directionally selective fMRI
patterns within each stage of the experiment. Most importantly, when training the classifier on baseline trials and decoding rotated trials,
motor brain areas exhibited above-chance decoding according to the original movement direction and visual brain areas exhibited
above-chance decoding according to the rotated visual target location, while posterior parietal cortex (PPC) exhibited chance-level
decoding according to both. These results reveal that directionally selective fMRI patterns in motor system areas faithfully represent
movement direction regardless of visual feedback, while fMRI patterns in visual system areas faithfully represent target location regardless of movement direction. Directionally selective fMRI patterns in PPC, however, were altered following adaptation learning, thereby
suggesting that the novel visuomotor mapping, which was learned during visuomotor adaptation, is stored in PPC.
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Introduction
Neural populations in many motor areas, including primary motor cortex (M1; Georgopoulos et al., 1982), posterior parietal
cortex (PPC; Kalaska et al., 1983), dorsal premotor cortex (PMd; Fu
et al., 1993), supplementary motor area (SMA; Lee and Quessy,
2003), and cerebellum (Fortier et al., 1989), exhibit directional tuning during visually guided hand movements. In most previous studies, subjects observed the target location and hand movement such
that directional selectivity may have been driven by either the visual
information regarding the target location or by the motor commands generating the movement. Dissociating the visual and motor
components of directional tuning is possible through the use of
visuomotor rotation tasks, which introduce a constant angular difference between the movement of the hand and the location of the
target (as well as the direction of the cursor).
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Assessing the selectivity of motor neural populations in humans is possible through the use of multivariate pattern analysis
(MVPA) techniques applied to voxel-by-voxel fMRI responses
(Dinstein et al., 2008; Gallivan et al., 2011; Kadmon Harpaz et al.,
2014; Wiestler et al., 2014). Several recent fMRI studies have
reported that directionally selective responses are apparent in
human M1 (Cowper-Smith et al., 2010; Eisenberg et al., 2010;
Fabbri et al., 2010; Toxopeus et al., 2011), PMd (Cowper-Smith
et al., 2010; Fabbri et al., 2010), SMA (Cowper-Smith et al., 2010),
and PPC (Fabbri et al., 2010). Of these, one study (Eisenberg et
al., 2011) examined directional selectivity before and after visuomotor adaptation in M1 during the execution of joystick movements. The authors reported that adapted response patterns were
somewhat similar (spatially correlated) to the response patterns
of the original movement direction, but were also similar to the
patterns of the shifted visual target. The authors suggested that
M1 may, therefore, contain a mixture of motor and visual neural
populations, which remain faithful to the original movement direction or shift to the altered visual target location, respectively.
In the current study, we recorded movement kinematics and
fMRI activity while subjects performed “out-and-back” reaching
movements to four peripheral targets. Pattern classification techniques were used to decode movement direction from the fMRI
response patterns in multiple motor and visual areas. Decoding
was performed before (baseline) and after applying a 45° visuomotor rotation (rotated). Dissociation between visual and motor
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Figure 1. Experimental setup and design. A, Subjects viewed a back-projected screen through a tilted mirror and performed hand movements using a stylus on an MRI-compatible digitizing
tablet. B, Example of movement paths from baseline trials of a typical subject. C, During baseline and washout trials, hand motion and cursor motion were congruent. D, During rotated trials, subjects
moved their hand 45 o clockwise to the direction of the target to get the cursor to the target.

directional selectivity was assessed by decoding movement direction using brain activity from the rotated condition after training
the classifier with trials from the baseline condition. We found
that visual brain areas exhibited the same visual directional selectivity and motor areas exhibited the same motor selectivity before
and after adapting to the visuomotor rotation. Most importantly,
responses in medial intraparietal sulcus (mIPS) within the PPC,
an intermediate visuomotor area, were altered by the visuomotor
rotation and changed their directional selectivity such that it differed from the selectivity found in the baseline trials. We, therefore, suggest that neural populations in mIPS play a central role in
adapting to new visual environments by encoding the new visuomotor relationship (i.e., directional transformation) imposed by
the visuomotor adaption protocol.

Materials and Methods
Subjects. Ten right-handed volunteers with normal or corrected-tonormal visual acuity (5 women and 5 men; age range, 24 –28 years)
participated in the present experiments. The Soroka Medical Center Internal Review Board approved the experimental procedure, and written
informed consent was obtained from each subject.
Experimental setup and design. Subjects lay in the scanner bore and
viewed a back-projected screen through an angled mirror, which prevented any visual feedback of their hand. An MRI-compatible digitizing
tablet (Hybridmojo LLC) was placed over the subject’s waist and was
used to track their hand movements (Fig. 1A). Subjects performed outand-back reaching movements to four targets spaced 45° apart (Fig. 1B).
Each trial started with the following three simultaneous events: the central target changed from red to green; the cursor appeared in the center of
the screen; and one peripheral target appeared. The subject then had 2 s
to perform the out-and-back movement, by moving the stylus pen on the
tablet, after which the center target turned red, and the cursor and peripheral target disappeared. The curser gave on-line feedback of the
movement at a frequency of 200 Hz. During the intertrial interval (ITI),
the center target remained, and subjects were asked to fixate and avoid
any movements. There was no post-trial visual feedback or knowledge of
results.

Experimental paradigm. The experiment included the following three
conditions: (1) baseline, in which cursor and hand movements were
aligned (Fig. 1C); (2) rotated, in which the cursor movement was rotated
by 45° counterclockwise (CCW) with respect to the hand movement
(Fig. 1D); and (3) washout, in which the cursor and hand movements
again were aligned. For each condition, the subjects completed one learning block followed by three (for baseline) or two (for rotation and washout) experimental blocks. The learning blocks were composed of trials
with short ITIs (i.e., a movement was performed every 4 s), and experimental blocks were composed of trials with long ITIs of 10 s to allow
relaxation of the hemodynamic response between trials. Learning blocks
were not scanned, but hand kinematics was recorded. The first learning
block was used to train the subjects on the task inside the MRI bore. The
other two learning blocks were used to allow the subjects to learn and
unlearn the visuomotor rotation. Each of the baseline and washout
blocks contained 48 trials, with 12 movements to each of the four targets.
Each rotated block contained 48 trials, but with 16 movements to each of
the three left targets (i.e., the right-most target was omitted). The learning block contained 60 trials with 20 or 15 movements to each target for
the rotation and washout conditions, respectively.
Movement recording and analysis. Kinematic data were recorded at 200
Hz. Trials where the error in the movement angle at peak velocity or at
the end point exceeded 20 o or trials where movement length was ⬍50%
or ⬎200% of the target location were discarded from further analysis. On
average, ⬃3% (SD, 3%) of the trials from the baseline condition, 7% (SD,
5%) of the trials from the rotated condition, and 5% (SD, 5%) of the trials
from the washout condition were discarded.
MRI acquisition and preprocessing. Imaging was performed using a
Philips Ingenia 3 T MRI scanner located at the Soroka Medical Center
in Beer-Sheva, Israel. The scanner was equipped with a 32-channel
head coil, which was used for RF (radio frequency) transmission and
reception. Blood oxygenation level-dependent contrast was obtained
using a T2*-sensitive echoplanar imaging pulse sequence [TR ⫽ 2000
ms; TE ⫽ 35 ms; flip angle (FA) ⫽ 90 o; 28 slices; with functional voxel
size of 2.6 ⫻ 2.6 ⫻ 3 mm; with a 0.6 mm gap]. Anatomical volumes
were acquired with a T1-weighted sagittal sequence image of the
whole brain (TR ⫽ 8.165 ms; TE ⫽ 3.74 ms; FA ⫽ 8 o; with anatomical
voxel size of 1 ⫻ 1 ⫻ 1 mm).
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Diedrichsen et al., 2009), which was transformed into each subject’s native space using
FSL (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/). A
functional ROI within the aCB was defined in
each subject, as described above. Anatomical
landmarks of all ROIs are listed in Table 1.
MVPA. We first estimated the response amplitude of each voxel in each trial using a GLM
analysis where the GLM contained a row for
every time point and a column for every trial.
Each column contained a delta function at trial
onset, which was convolved with a canonical
hemodynamic response function. The response amplitude associated with each trial
(i.e., ␤ value) was estimated using multiple regression, and the statistical significance of the
response amplitude was estimated by computing its t statistic. Voxel-by-voxel t values of
each trial formed a multidimensional vector
with the number of dimensions equal to the
number of voxels in the ROI. t value rather
than ␤-value vectors were used in all classification analyses to suppress the contribution of
voxels with large trial-by-trial variability
(Misaki et al., 2010). To avoid technical jargon,
we subsequently use the term voxel-by-voxel
fMRI response pattern to mean the t value
Figure 2. Regions of interest. Cortical and cerebellar areas that exhibited larger responses during movement than rest are vectors.
shown in red/orange. Results calculated across all subjects (random-effects GLM) and displayed on inflated hemispheres of a
We performed the classification analyses ustemplate brain. The general locations of the selected ROIs are outlined in circles (actual ROIs were anatomically and functionally ing both a multiclass linear discriminant analdefined in each subject). ROIs: left M1, left PMd, left SMA, left mIPS, left SPOC, left Vis, and right aCB (R-aCB). L, Left; R, right.
ysis (LDA) classifier implemented in the
statistics toolbox of MATLAB and a multiclass
linear support vector machine (SVM) classifier
MRI data were preprocessed with the Brain Voyager software package
implemented in LIBSVM (Chang and Lin, 2011). Comparison of the two
(Brain Innovation Inc.). Functional scans were subjected to slice scanclassifiers was used to assess the reliability and stability of the classificatime correction, 3D motion correction, and temporal high-pass filtering
tion results.
with a cutoff frequency of two cycles per scan. Functional images were
We trained each of the classifiers to identify the movement direction of
aligned with the high-resolution anatomical volume using trilinear ineach trial according to the voxel-by-voxel fMRI patterns in each ROI. In
terpolation. No additional spatial smoothing was performed. Preproall cases, classifiers were trained only with trials where the movement
cessed data were imported to MATLAB (R2012a, MathWorks) using
angle error at peak velocity and end point was ⬍10 o, and the movement
NeuroElf [version 0.9c (http://neuroelf.net)]. All further analysis was
length was 70 –150% of the target distance. This ensured that classifier
performed using custom software written in MATLAB.
training was performed with trials containing the most precise moveIdentification of regions of interest. Visual and motor brain areas were
ments in terms of direction and extent.
defined a priori according to a combination of anatomical and functional
We first performed this analysis “within condition” using a “leavecriteria. We analyzed six cortical regions of interest (ROIs) in the conone-out” validation scheme. This included training the classifier using all
tralateral hemisphere (left hemisphere), which were individually defined
but one of the accurate trials, and then assessing the accuracy of the
in each subject’s native space. ROIs included early visual cortex (Vis;
classifier by decoding the movement direction of the remaining trial. We
located in the occipital pole), superior parieto-occipital cortex (SPOC;
repeated this process while leaving out each of the trials and then estisuperior end of the parieto-occipital sulcus), mIPS (half-way up the
mated the overall decoding accuracy by computing the proportion of
length of the IPS), M1 (hand knob in the left central sulcus), PMd (juncaccurately decoded trials for each condition (i.e., baseline, rotated, and
tion of the precentral sulcus and superior frontal sulcus), and SMA (mewashout). We then performed a “between-condition” analysis where we
dial walls anterior to the precentral gyrus).
trained the classifier on all of the accurate baseline trials and decoded the
ROIs were constrained anatomically using the Freesurfer anatommovement direction in all trials from the rotated or washout conditions
ical parcellation algorithm (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu; Fis(i.e., trials where the movement angle error at peak velocity and end
chl, 2012). Briefly, this process includes the removal of nonbrain tissue,
point was ⬍20 o, and the movement length was 50 –200% of the target
and the segmentation of subcortical matter, gray matter, and white matdistance). This enabled us to demonstrate that accurate decoding across
ter based on image intensity. Individual brains were registered to a spherconditions was possible even with more relaxed inclusion criteria. Deical atlas that used individual cortical folding patterns to match brain
coding accuracy was estimated as the proportion of trials that were accugeometry across subjects. Each brain was then parcellated into 148 corrately decoded.
tical ROIs using the anatomical atlas of Destrieux et al. (2010). A funcThe number of trials used to train each of the classifiers was not nectional analysis using a standard general linear model (GLM) was then
essarily balanced across targets (there were differences of up to six trials
performed to identify the voxel with the strongest response during moveacross targets). To prevent classification bias toward over-represented
ment execution (regardless of movement direction) in each of the reletargets, the classifier was set with a uniform probability prior. We convant ROIs. The final ROI was determined using an algorithm that
firmed this methodological step and the consequential results by repeatselected 200 functional voxels that maximized a cost function weighing
ing the analysis on a fully balanced subset of trials, which yielded
the strength of movement execution response and distance from ROI
equivalent results when using either the LDA or SVM classifiers.
center, but fulfilling the constraint that the voxels be continuous (Fig. 2).
To assess the statistical significance of decoding accuracy in both
An additional ROI was defined in the ipsilateral (right) anterior lobe
within- and between-condition analyses, we performed a randomization
of the cerebellum (aCB; Fortier et al., 1989) according to the SUIT template (http://www.icn.ucl.ac.uk/motorcontrol/imaging/propatlas.htm;
test that was identical to the classification analysis described above except
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Table 1. Mean ROI Talairach coordinates
Talairach coordinates
ROI name

x

y

z

L Vis
L SPOC
L mIPS
L M1
L PMd
L SMA
R aCB

⫺20.9
⫺16.2
⫺30
⫺31.9
⫺26.3
⫺4.7
11.8

⫺88.5
⫺78.2
⫺55.4
⫺25.4
⫺10.4
⫺11.9
⫺47.9

⫺6.1
36.3
43.3
50.2
52.9
60
⫺13.8

L, Left; R, right.

that we randomly shuffled the movement labels before training the classifier. We ran this analysis 2000 times for each subject separately, reshuffling the movement labels each time, and then computed the mean across
subjects for each iteration. The mean decoding accuracy across subjects
was considered significantly larger than chance if it exceeded the 97.5th
percentile of the null/chance distribution for each ROI. Accordingly, all
statistical tests used in all graphs and all analyses are based on the permutation tests and not on theoretical chance levels.
We used false discovery rate (FDR) correction (Benjamini and Hechtlinger, 2014) to control for the multiple-comparisons problem both in
the ROI analysis (across ROIs in each condition) and in the searchlight
analysis (across voxels in each condition).
Directional tuning curves. This analysis examined the decoding outcome of single trials as a function of their angle from the actual target.
The possible angular outcomes for the four targets ranged from 0° to
⫾135°. For example, a movement to the left-most target could be decoded as 0° (accurate), 45°, 90°, or 135°, while a movement to the rightmost target could be decoded as 0°, ⫺45°, ⫺90°, or ⫺135°. There were,
therefore, seven possible angular outcomes, each with a different chance
level according to the availability of the angles across targets. The presented tuning curves for each ROI (see Fig. 7) show the decoding outcomes for each angle relative to its chance level.
Searchlight analysis. In addition to the ROI analysis, we used a searchlight analysis (Kriegeskorte et al., 2006) to map classifier decoding accuracies across the entire brain. Clusters of 27 functional voxels were
defined by creating a volumetric cube with an edge length of 3 voxels
around each gray matter voxel. An LDA classification analysis was performed for each cluster, as described above, such that each gray matter
voxel was associated with a decoding accuracy value yielding a decoding
accuracy map. The searchlight analysis was performed in the native space
of each subject. Decoding accuracy maps of all subjects were transformed
to a standard cortical surface using Freesurfer, and a t test was used to
determine whether each vertex exhibited significant above-chance decoding accuracies across subjects. In the cerebellar searchlight analysis,
the searchlight decoding accuracy maps of all subjects were transformed
using the Talairach transformation and a t test was used to assess statistical significance in each voxel of the cerebellar cortex.

Results
Visuomotor adaptation
In the rotated condition, the movement of the cursor was rotated
CCW by 45°, and the subjects had to learn to compensate by
moving their hand in a 45° clockwise direction to accurately reach
the appropriate target (Fig. 1). In the washout condition, hand
and cursor directions were aligned again and subjects relearned
to move in the original directions. All subjects learned to accurately move the cursor to the targets such that errors were reduced rapidly at first and more slowly thereafter in both the
rotated and washout conditions. The mean time course of error
reduction across subjects during the learning blocks was well fit
by a double exponential function (r 2 ⫽ 0.81; Fig. 3).
Decoding movement direction
We assessed the decoding accuracy of movement directions in
each of eight visual and motor brain regions that were defined

according to anatomical constraints and functional responses in
each subject separately (see Materials and Methods). In the first
analysis, we evaluated the decoding accuracy within each of the
baseline, rotated, and washout conditions. SVM and LDA classifiers were trained to identify movement direction according to
the voxel-by-voxel response patterns of single trials, and decoding accuracy was assessed using a leave-one-out validation
scheme (see Materials and Methods). All results presented are for
the LDA classifier, though similar results were found with the
SVM classifier. Statistical significance was assessed using a randomization analysis, and the FDR correction was used to address
the multiple-comparisons problem (see Materials and Methods).
The mean decoding accuracies for baseline trials were well
above chance level (25%) for all ROIs (Fig. 4). Vis showed the
highest decoding accuracies (73%, p ⬍ 0.001), followed by SPOC
(52%, p ⬍ 0.001), M1 (42%, p ⬍ 0.001), mIPS (40%, p ⬍ 0.001),
PMd (40%, p ⬍ 0.001), SMA (39%, p ⬍ 0.001), and aCB (37%,
p ⬍ 0.001). These results showed that directional selectivity was
clearly apparent in the voxel-by-voxel fMRI patterns of multiple
visual and motor system areas.
Equivalent within-condition classification analyses of the rotated and washout trials showed decoding accuracies of similar
strengths and significance across all ROIs (Fig. 4A). Unlike the
baseline and washout conditions, where movements were performed to four targets and the chance decoding accuracy was
25%, in the rotated condition movements were performed to
only three targets such that the chance decoding accuracy was
33%. To compare values across conditions, we adjusted the accuracy rates of the rotated condition as follows: accuracy rates
were divided by the three-way chance level (33%) and multiplied
by the four-way chance level (25%). The early visual area continued to show the highest accuracies (58% and 67%, p ⬍ 0.001 for
adjusted rotated and washout conditions respectively), followed
by SPOC (45% and 47%, p ⬍ 0.001), mIPS (39% and 40%, p ⬍
0.001), M1 (42% and 36%, p ⬍ 0.001), PMd (35% and 37%, p ⬍
0.001), SMA (40% and 34%, p ⬍ 0.001), and aCB (37% and 37%,
p ⬍ 0.001).
This analysis shows that decoding accuracies did not change
much throughout the experiment, which lasted ⬎1 h. The washout condition was performed at the end of the experiment when
subjects were likely to be more tired and less cooperative, yet
decoding accuracies were still significantly above chance, attesting to the robustness of the directional selectivity found in the
fMRI response patterns.
Decoding movement direction across conditions
Given the robustness of the directional selectivity within each
condition, we assessed the effects of visuomotor adaptation on
directional selectivity across conditions. We trained a classifier to
identify movement direction using the accurate baseline trials
and tested its ability to decode movement direction in all of the
rotated trials (see Materials and Methods). Since the angle of the
visuomotor rotation was 45° CCW, each trial in the rotated condition could have been decoded in two ways (Fig. 1D). The first
was according to the visual location of the target (i.e., visual directional selectivity), and the second was according to the direction of the hand movement (i.e., motor directional selectivity).
We, therefore, performed the decoding procedure twice, as follows: once according to the location of the visual target, and again
according to the direction of hand movement. This analysis enabled us to dissociate ROIs with visual directional selectivity,
where trials were accurately decoded according to baseline visual
target location, from ROIs with motor directional selectivity,
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This double dissociation across visual
and motor ROIs was also clearly apparent
in an ANOVA where there was a significant interaction ( p ⬍ 0.001) between ROI
and decoding condition (i.e., decoding
rotated trials according to their visual target location vs movement direction).
To assess the robustness of these results, we also performed the opposite
analysis where we used a classifier trained
with rotated trials to decode the movement direction of baseline trials. This was
performed once when training the classifier according to visual target location (visual classifier), and again when training
the classifier according to movement diFigure 3. Mean learning curves. The mean directional error across subjects is plotted per trial and fit with a double exponential rection (motor classifier). This analysis
function (f ⫽ 4.3 trails, s ⫽ 33.2 trails). Baseline, first 144 trials; rotated, trials 145–310; washout, trials 311– 476.
yielded equivalent findings such that response patterns in visual areas (Vis and
SPOC) enabled accurate decoding of
baseline trials when using the visual classifier, while response patterns in motor
areas (M1, PMd, SMA, and aCB) enabled
accurate decoding of baseline trials when
using the motor classifier. Response patterns in mIPS did not enable accurate decoding of baseline trials according to
either classifier.
Finally, to demonstrate the robustness
of directional selectivity over time (i.e.,
across early and late trials of the experiment), we also decoded washout trials usFigure 4. Mean decoding accuracies across subjects. Within condition decoding was performed for each of the baseline (black), ing the same classifier trained on the
rotated (dark gray), and washout (light gray) conditions separately using a leave-one-out validation scheme. Solid line indicates accurate baseline trials. Mean accuracies
chance level (25%, four movement directions). Error bars indicate SEM across subjects. Asterisks indicate significant above-chance were again well above chance for all ROIs,
decoding accuracies ( p ⬍ 0.05, randomization test, FDR corrected for multiple comparisons).
as follows: Vis, 67% ( p ⬍ 0.001); SPOC,
46% ( p ⬍ 0.001); mIPS, 40% ( p ⬍ 0.001);
where trials were decoded according to baseline movement
M1, 36% ( p ⬍ 0.001); PMd, 37% ( p ⬍ 0.001); SMA, 34% ( p ⬍
direction.
0.001); and aCB, 37% ( p ⬍ 0.001).
Response patterns in visual brain areas were accurately decoded according to visual target location, but not according to
Directional tuning curves
hand movement direction, while response patterns in motor
In an additional analysis, we estimated directional “tuning
brain areas showed the opposite result (Fig. 5). Decoding accucurves” for each of the ROIs by quantifying trial-by-trial decodracies according to visual target location were significantly above
ing outcomes (Fig. 6). Note that the chance level for each of the
chance levels in Vis (58%, p ⬍ 0.001) and SPOC (40%, p ⬍
seven possible angular outcomes (⫺135 o, ⫺90 o, ⫺45 o, 0 o, 45 o,
0.001), and decoding accuracies according to hand movement
90 o, and 135 o) differed across targets since there were only four
direction were significantly above chance levels in M1 (37%, p ⬍
possible outcomes per target (e.g., the right-most target could be
0.001), PMd (30%, p ⬍ 0.02), SMA (32%, p ⬍ 0.002), and aCB
decoded only as ⫺135 o, ⫺90 o, ⫺45 o, and 0 o), we therefore nor(33%, p ⬍ 0.001). The significance of decoding accuracies remalized the decoding percentage of each target according to its
ported above was estimated using a randomization analysis, and
possible outcomes and then collapsed the results across targets.
all p values were FDR corrected (see Materials and Methods).
When computing the decoding outcomes of washout trials based
Response patterns in mIPS during the rotated condition were
on a classifier trained with baseline trials, all brain areas, includnot accurately decoded according to either visual or motor direcing mIPS, exhibited decoding outcomes that were significantly
tions in the baseline condition (28% and 27%, respectively; p ⬎
tuned to the true movement/target direction of the trial (Fig. 6A).
0.2). Note that the mIPS area did exhibit significant withinWhen performing the same analysis with the rotated trials (Fig.
condition decoding accuracies during the baseline, rotated, and
6B), however, the early visual area (i.e., the Vis) and the SPOC
washout conditions as well as significant between-condition deshowed clear and significant tuning to the direction of the visual
coding accuracies when using the washout trials (see below). This
target (i.e., decoding outcomes were aligned to the target direcdemonstrates that directional selectivity was apparent in the retion), while the motor areas (M1, PMd, SMA, and aCB) showed
sponse patterns of mIPS throughout the experiment, yet this seclear and significant tuning to the actual movement direction
lectivity was altered following visuomotor rotation in a manner
(i.e., decoding outcomes were aligned to the movement directhat did not match either the motor movement direction or visual
tion). In contrast, area mIPS was not significantly tuned to either
target location.
target or movement directions.
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Searchlight decoding
We used a whole-brain searchlight analysis (Kriegeskorte et al., 2006) to assess
directional selectivity across the entire
cortical surface without restricting the
analysis to a priori ROIs. We used a volumetric searchlight cube of 27 functional
voxels across the cortical gray matter. For
each of the searchlight cubes, we performed
between-condition decoding (training the
classifier on baseline trials and then decoding trials from the rotated condition), as described above in the ROI analyses. The
significance of decoding accuracies in each
voxel was assessed by a t test across subjects Figure 5. Mean decoding accuracies across subjects. Between-conditions decoding was performed by training the classifier on
and was corrected for multiple comparisons all baseline trials and testing decoding accuracy using the rotated (red and blue) or washout (green) trials. Rotated trials were
decoded twice. Once according to the target directions (Rot/B Vis) and again according to the movement direction (Rot/B Mot).
using FDR correction.
The searchlight map in the left hemi- Solid line indicates chance level (25%, four movement directions). Error bars indicate SEM across subjects. Asterisks indicated
significant above-chance decoding accuracies ( p ⬍ 0.05, randomization test, FDR corrected for multiple comparisons).
sphere shows results that are complementary to those described in the ROI analysis
and demonstrates the spatial selectivity of
the brain areas where directional encoding
was evident (Fig. 7A). Significant decoding
according to movement direction was evident in left M1, PMd, and SMA, while
significant decoding according to target direction was evident in left visual cortex.
Note that between-condition decoding accuracies were not apparent anywhere in the
entire IPS, demonstrating that directional
selectivity was indeed altered throughout
parietal cortex after visuomotor adaptation.
When applying the searchlight analysis to
the washout condition (Fig. 7B), parietal
areas do exhibit significant decoding accu- Figure 6. Decoding tuning curves. A, B, The percentage of trials decoded as belonging to each of the targets relative to chance
racies, demonstrating that directional selec- level, when training the classifier on baseline trials and decoding washout trials (A) or rotated trials (B). Results are presented
tivity was maintained in parietal cortex according to the angular distance from the actual movement and target directions, which were aligned in the washout condition
throughout the experiment yet was altered and shifted by 45° in the rotated condition.
following visuomotor adaptation. These redirection was dissociated from the visual target location. While
sults validate the ROI results using far smaller clusters of voxels for
directionally selective response patterns in early visual areas and
the classification and decoding procedures.
SPOC remained faithful to the visual target location, regardless of
Note that the searchlight map reveals similarly significant demovement direction, directionally selective response patterns in
coding accuracies in the ipsilateral right hemisphere, which sugM1, PMd, SMA, and anterior cerebellum remained faithful to
gests that directional selectivity is apparent in similar brain areas
movement direction, regardless of visual target location (Figs. 4,
across both hemispheres. This may not have been expected given
5). Most importantly, directionally selective response patterns in
the assumption that the motor system is strongly lateralized.
mIPS did not remain faithful to either visual location or movePerforming the searchlight analysis in the cerebellum, we
ment direction. Instead, directionally selective mIPS response
found significant decoding accuracies for movement direction
patterns in the rotated condition were altered by the learned
only in right lobule V (which overlaps with the aCB ROI) as well
visuomotor transformation and only returned to their original
as in right Crus I and Crus II (Fig. 7A). The cerebellar analysis also
directional tuning once the visuomotor adaptation had been
revealed significant decoding accuracies in the contralateral cerwashed out (Figs. 5, 7). We, therefore, suggest that sustained
ebellar hemisphere, attesting to the potential bilateral nature of
(learned) changes in visuomotor mapping following visuomotor
directional selectivity.
adaptation are stored by neural populations located in PPC. Similar role has been hypothesized previously based on theoretical
Discussion
considerations (Tanaka et al., 2009).
How does the human brain adapt to altered visual surroundings?
The common view is that our brain maintains a visuomotor map
that transforms visual locations in extrinsic coordinates to motor
commands in intrinsic coordinates (Shabbott and Sainburg,
2010). When the visual environment changes, such visuomotor
maps need to be updated to maintain accuracy. In the current
study, we examined what happens to directional tuning/selectivity following a 45° visuomotor rotation, where the movement

Directional selectivity changes in parietal cortex
When interpreting the change in directional selectivity of the
fMRI response patterns in mIPS following adaptation learning, it
is important to consider what may cause the fMRI response patterns to change. Our assumption is that fMRI response patterns
are generated by the responses of distributed neural populations
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Figure 7. Whole-brain searchlight analyses. Cortical vertices and cerebellar voxels with decoding accuracies that were significantly above chance (⬎25%) across subjects are marked on inflated
hemispheres of a template brain. For each cluster of vertices (cortical gray matter) or voxels (cerebellum), the classifier was trained on baseline trials. A, B, Trials from the rotated condition were
decoded according to their motor movement direction (blue, p ⬍ 0.01 FDR corrected) or their visual target location (red, p ⬍ 0.01 FDR corrected; A); and trials from the washout condition (green,
p ⬍ 0.01 FDR corrected; B).

that are located within the examined voxels. A change in the fMRI
pattern would, therefore, imply a change in the identity of the
responding neural population. If one assumes that mIPS contains
a mixture of interconnected directionally selective visuomotor
neurons, the changes in fMRI pattern between the baseline and
rotated condition are likely to reflect changes in the neural populations that respond to each direction. Such a change may happen when visuomotor neurons change their directional tuning
and/or when the synaptic weighting between visual and motor
populations changes (Tanaka et al., 2009). Final proof would
require recording single-neuron responses before and after
adaptation, and assessing the changes in their tuning curves.
Such an experiment has not been performed so far and is
highly warranted.
The SPOC is a more posterior parietal region, which is
thought to be involved in the preparation and execution of visually guided reaching movements (Galletti et al., 1997; Prado et al.,
2005; Cavina-Pratesi et al., 2010; Gallivan et al., 2011). In agreement with a previous fMRI study (Fernandez-Ruiz et al., 2007),
our results revealed that the directionally selective response patterns in this area were not altered by the visuomotor adaptation
and continued to enable accurate decoding of target location
rather than movement direction following adaptation learning.
Directional selectivity in motor cortices
Response patterns in M1, PMd, and SMA exhibited equivalent
directional selectivity according to movement direction before
and after the visuomotor adaptation, regardless of the location of
the target. These results suggest that the responses of neural pop-

ulations in these areas remain faithful to the original movement
direction and are not altered when individuals learn a new visuomotor mapping. While a previous fMRI study (Eisenberg et al.,
2011) did report that M1 response patterns exhibit both motor
and visual directional selectivity, most electrophysiology studies
in primates have reported that, when executing movements after
adaptation learning, the majority of M1 (Shen and Alexander,
1997) and SMA (Crutcher et al., 2004) neurons retain their original motor directional tuning. An important difference between
our study and the previous one is that in the previous study
subjects moved a joystick and performed movements only with
the wrist, while our subjects made naturalistic out-and-back
reaching movements that involved movements of the entire arm,
which may have generated larger and more robust motor neural
responses. Note that the use of full arm movements is the common experimental choice in the visuomotor adaptation literature
(Krakauer et al., 1999; Ghilardi et al., 2000; Neva and Henriques,
2013; Taylor and Ivry, 2013).
Directional selectivity in the cerebellum
As in the motor system areas described above, fMRI response
patterns in the cerebellum enabled accurate decoding of movement direction regardless of target location. This was evident in
two areas within the cerebellum: right lobule V (Figs. 4, 5, 7); and
right Crus I and Crus II (Fig. 7). These results suggest that the
neural population within the cerebellum faithfully encodes
movement direction in a similar manner before and after learning the visuomotor rotation (Fig. 5). While the cerebellum is
known to play a critical role in learning visuomotor adaptation,
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as demonstrated by humans with cerebellar lesions in lobule V or
Crus I (Werner et al., 2010; Donchin et al., 2012), our results
suggest that sustained changes associated with the learned visuomotor mapping are stored in the mIPS and not in the cerebellum.
Different types of visuomotor learning
Current theories of visuomotor adaptation suggest that different
aspects of adaptation may be learned in different ways and potentially by using different underlying neural mechanisms. For
example, it has been proposed that adaptation includes a fast
process that learns and forgets quickly, and a slow process that
learns slowly and retains (Smith et al., 2006). In addition, adaptation can be learned by a sudden large visuomotor dissociation
or by introducing gradual increments in the visuomotor dissociation (Kagerer et al., 1997). In the current study, we used a sudden rotation task. Future assessments of directional selectivity
changes following a gradual rotation task will be able to determine whether sustained directional selectivity changes are apparent in mIPS and/or in other brain areas, thereby elucidating the
neural mechanisms involved in the learning outcome of each
adaptation paradigm. With respect to the distinction between
fast and slow learning processes (Smith et al., 2006), our study
examined brain activity only after adaptation learning had been
completed and behavioral accuracy had reached an asymptote.
By that time, the fast process had presumably already decayed and
brain activity potentially reflects mostly the slow learning process
and sustained changes associated with completed learning. While
fast learning processes may indeed be cerebellar dependent
(Smith et al., 2006), our results seem to suggest that slow learning
process and sustained adaptation outcomes are apparent in PPC
rather than cerebellar responses. This is in line with a recent study
(Galea et al., 2011) using transcranial direct current stimulation
(tDCS), which found that, while cerebellar tDCS caused faster
adaptation to visuomotor transformation, cortical tDCS (applied
over M1) increased the retention.
Bilateral decoding
While the motor system is thought to be strongly lateralized,
neural populations in M1 and SMA are known to exhibit bilateral
directional selectivity (Donchin et al., 1998). This finding was
recently replicated in humans using fMRI (Fabbri et al., 2010)
and is also demonstrated in our results (Fig. 7). Moreover, the
searchlight analysis revealed that bilateral directional selectivity is
apparent not only in M1, but also in PMd, mIPS, SPOC, and
somatosensory cortices. We speculate that bilateral directional
selectivity may be the product of strong interhemispheric connectivity or of independent movement-related activity in both
hemispheres.
Limitations of the study
The current study is limited in two important manners. First,
since response patterns were assessed following adaptation learning and not during adaptation learning, we can only assess the
outcome of learning rather than actual learning dynamics. Given
the quick nature of sudden adaptation learning, the sluggish nature of the measured hemodynamic responses, and the necessity
for multiple trials when performing statistical analyses, studying
adaptation learning using fMRI is a particularly large challenge,
which may be addressed to some extent through the use of a
gradual adaptation learning protocol.
A second important limitation of the current study is that we
did not control for eye movements. Multiple fMRI studies have
reported that parietal areas including SPOC and mIPS are in-

volved in planning and executing both reaching movements and
saccades (Medendorp et al., 2003; Levy et al., 2007; Beurze et al.,
2009; Filimon et al., 2009; Vesia and Crawford, 2012; Leoné et al.,
2014). Since we did not control for saccades, there is a chance that
saccade-related activity may have affected our ability to decode
movement/target direction in different brain areas. Future studies may address this issue by enforcing a strict fixation policy or by
eliminating visual feedback from some of the trials.
Conclusions
Understanding how the human motor system adjusts flexibly to
the numerous ever-changing variables in our environment is a
fundamental question in motor control. The results of the current study advance our understanding of this topic by demonstrating that adaptation learning leads to a change in the
directionally selective responses of mIPS. While motor and visual
brain areas retain faithful directional representations of the
movement direction and target location, respectively, responses
in mIPS seem to represent the new visuomotor mapping that had
been learned during adaptation.
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